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Introducing Article Galaxy+, an exclusive offer for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). With an Article Galaxy+ subscription, SMEs can enjoy all the benefits of Research Solutions’ award-winning article deliver engine - PLUS premium access to unlimited downloads from select publishers, including WKH, Lippincott, Karger, Wiley, Sage, Thieme, AAP, AMA, Bentham, MAL, and Mark Allan.*

With Article Galaxy+:

- Get instant content retrieval from a comprehensive collection of published literature, including key titles in STM publications.
- Rely on guaranteed access to the Version of Record, which is the official version provided by the publisher and has been carefully corrected for any mistakes.
- Experience maximum savings without compromising on quality, dramatically decreasing your average article costs to as low as $10 per article.

* Annual subscription fees for Article Galaxy apply.
Other Benefits of Article Galaxy+:

Designed specifically for SMEs, our Article Galaxy+ package includes an annual subscription to Article Galaxy, recognized as the leading and most comprehensive document retrieval service worldwide. Our comprehensive platform combines search, content retrieval, a PDF library, and a reference manager. Streamline your workflow with an intuitive all-in-one solution.

Article Galaxy Research Platform:

More than 70% of the top biopharmaceutical companies worldwide choose Article Galaxy’s best-in-class article delivery engine for one-click access to scientific, technical, and medical (STM) content—wherever and whenever needed for research or regulatory purposes. Features include:

- Full-text journal or book content 24/7
- Lowest cost acquisition filters to optimize spending
- Open Access filters and subscription linkouts
- Native PDFs delivered to your inbox within minutes

Get Started Today

We’ve worked with hundreds of enterprises to deploy our Article Galaxy service, and we are here to help you too—regardless of complexity, scale, or budget.